Abstract. In this paper, by proof we directly got the value of cyclic edge connectivity of some cubic graphs such that an algorithm determining the cyclic edge connectivity of cubic graphs was improved. We also added randomness to the algorithm determining cyclic edge connectivity of cubic graphs, although the effect was not ideal. But this method can be used to determine cyclic edge connectivity of general graphs if we can determine the upper bound of cyclic edge connectivity in general graphs. Combining randomized algorithms with the cyclic edge connectivity of graphs is a new attempt.
Introduction and Terminology
In practice, (edge) connectivity is often used to measure the reliability of network. For further study, the concept of condition (edge) connectivity [8] [9] is proposed, that is, if G-S is not connected and each component of G-S satisfies a certain characteristic x, and S has the smallest cardinality among all the sets that satisfy the requirement, then we say that the (edge) connectivity of G satisfying the property x is |S|. Many people had studied the condition (edge) connectivity. For example: Esfahanian and Hakimi [6] determined the condition edge connectivity of a graph, and the characteristic x was that the order of each component of G-S was at least 2. Yang et al. [26] defined the Rh-(edge) connectivity and g-plus connectivity of a graph G, where the characteristics x respectively were that each vertex of components of G-S had the minimum degree h and the order of each component of G-S was at least g+1. It [26] determined the R2-connectivity and the 2-plus connectivity of Cayley graphs. Wan and Zhang [25] proved some properties of conditional connectivity in star graphs, and the characteristic x was that each vertex of components of G-S had at least two neighbors in its component.
The cyclic edge (vertex) connectivity is a kind of conditional connectivity. A set S of edges (vertices) in a connected G is a cyclic edge (vertex) cutset if G-S is not connected and at least two components of G-S contain a cycle respectively. The cyclic edge connectivity c (G) is the cardinality of a minimum cyclic edge cutset in G. If no cyclic edge cutset exists, c (G) is defined to be ∞. The cyclic vertex connectivity c (G) is similarly defined, and it is the cardinality of a minimum cyclic vertex cutset in G.
The cyclic edge connectivity (formerly known as cyclic connectivity) was introduced by Tait [24] in the Four Colour Conjecture. It is still closely related to the Four Colour Conjecture. Peroche [21] studied the relations among several sorts of connectivity and renamed cyclic connectivity as cyclic edge connectivity, and introduced cyclic vertex connectivity. Lou and Holton [14] proved that a k-regular graph's cyclic edge connectivity can be arbitrarily large. Holton, Lou and Plummer [12] also studied the relations between cyclic edge connectivity and n-extendable graphs.
Determining whether there is a polynomial time algorithm for the cyclic edge connectivity of a graph is always a pending problem and even the problems for 3-regular and k-regular graphs are not resolved until recent years. In 2004, Dvořák et al. [5] ) by Lou and Liang [15] in 2014. Lou and Wang [16] also gave an algorithm determining whether the cyclic edge connectivity is infinite and its time complexity is O(|V||E|). For the cyclic edge connectivity of planar graphs, Plummer [22] proved that the cyclic edge connectivity of 5-connected planar graphs is at most 13, but the cyclic edge connectivity of 4-connected planar graphs can be any integer greater than or equal to 4. Lu et al. [18] gave an algorithm determining the cyclic edge connectivity of planar graphs and its time complexity is actually O(n 4 ). The random algorithm can be divided into two kinds according to its target [2] : Las Vegas algorithm and Monte Carlo algorithm. The Las Vegas algorithm usually gets the correct result, that is, the probability of failure is zero, but we cannot determine the time required to get the correct result. The Monte Carlo algorithm usually cannot get the correct result, that is, the probability of failure is not zero. Karler [13] gave a stochastic algorithm for getting the minimum cut of a connected graph. Hoare gave a randomized QuickSort [10] and a fast selection algorithm [11] . Many people studied the random algorithm including Devroye [3] , Seidel [23] , Aspnes [1] , Dumey [4] , Fredman [7] , and Pagh [20] and so on. At present, there is not any random algorithm determining the cyclic edge (vertex) connectivity of graphs.
A Randomized Algorithm Determining Cyclic Edge Connectivity
Suppose that G is a simple connected graph, x' is the upper bound of cyclic edge connectivity of G, k' is the cardinality of the minimum edge cut of G and S is a minimum cyclic edge cutset of G. Let n and m denote the order of G and the number of edge of G, respectively.
First we define the vertex-merging and edge-contraction operations. The vertex-merging operation is that: we merge two vertices x∈V(G) and y∈V(G) into a new single vertex z. After merging, we use z instead of x and y and delete those edges between x and y. We also associate all those edges whose only one end is associated with x or y with z. The edge-contraction operation is that: we arbitrarily take an edge e=xy (e∈E(G)) and do the vertex-merging operation for two ends x and y of e. For example, the vertices v0 and v1 are merged into the vertices u as shown in Figure 1 .
Obviously the minimum edge cutset S'' of new graph G' obtained by doing the vertex-merging or edge-contraction operation of G is also an edge cut of G. Since the cardinality of a minimum edge cut S' of G is k', we have that |S''| |S'|=k'. If a condition x'/ k' <2 (This result can be got in the following) is satisfied in G, then the random Algorithm 1 is called to determine the cyclic edge connectivity of G. The algorithm is as follows: Algorithm 1 A random algorithm determining the cyclic edge connectivity of some graphs Input: Graph G Output: The cyclic edge connectivity c (G) of G 1: We arbitrarily take an edge e=xy of G and do edge-contraction operation, i.e., the two ends x and y of e are merged into a new vertex z. 2: We repeatedly do edge-contraction operation until only three vertices are left in G, and then take any two vertices in them to do vertex-merging operation. 3: The set of edges between the two vertices left at last is the minimum cyclic edge cutset. 4 : Return The cardinality of minimum cyclic edge cutset.
In the following, we analyze the probability that Algorithm 1 can correctly find the cyclic edge connectivity of G.
Notice that the cardinality of a minimum edge cut of G is k'. Obviously G has at least k'n/2 edges, otherwise there is at least one vertex v0 whose degree is less than k', and the set of edges associated with the vertex v0 is an edge cut whose cardinality is less than k', a contradiction. Suppose we do not contract the edges in cyclic edge cutset S in doing edge-contraction operation in every time. When only three vertices are left in G, the set of edges associated with one vertex in the three vertices is a minimum cyclic edge cutset. After we take any two vertices in three to do vertex-merging operation, then the probability that the set of edges between the last two vertices is a minimum cyclic edge cutset is 1 ⁄ . Let 1 i n 3 denote the event that the edges in S are not selected and contracted in the i step. In the first step, we arbitrarily take an edge of G and the probability that the selected edge is in cyclic edge cutset S is |S|/m |S|/(k'n/2). So we have that 1-|S|/(k'n/2). Suppose the first step has already occurred and graph G is changed into G'. In the second step, we know that the minimum edge cut of G' obtained after doing the edge-contraction operation of G is an edge cut of G, and the cardinality of a minimum cut in G' is at least k'. Hence there are n-1 vertices and at least k'(n-1)/2 edges in the second step. We arbitrarily take an edge of G' and the probability that the selected edge is in cyclic edge cutset S is |S|/[k'(n-1)/2]. Hence we have that
In the ith step, the rest vertices' number is n-i+1 and the cardinality of minimum edge cut is at least k'. So there are at least k'(n-i+1)/2 edges in the ith step, if we arbitrarily take an edge to contract, then the probability that the selected edge is in S is |S|/[k'(n-i+1)/2]. Hence we have that ⋂ 1 | |/ ′ 1 /2 . In the n-3 step, similarly we have that ⋂ 1 | |/ 2 . Finally, when three vertices are remained, we arbitrarily take two in the three vertices to do vertex-merging operation. Since we have methods to take, the edges between the last two vertices are the minimum cyclic edge cutset with the probability of 1 ⁄ . So what is the probability that Algorithm 1 can correctly find the cyclic edge connectivity of G? Let P denote the probability that Algorithm 1 can correctly find the cyclic edge connectivity of G. Then,
According to the formula
Let t=2|S|/k', then
Hence,
Obviously, we have that 1-t/4 >0, i.e., t<4 and |S|/k'<2. Therefore, if G satisfies the condition x'/k'<2 (i.e., |S|/k' x'/k'<2), then the algorithm 1 can be called.
Since the cardinality of minimum edge cut is less than or equal to that of minimum cyclic edge cutset, we have that k' |S|, i.e., t 2. So,
According to the range of t, we discuss it.  t=2. We have that P .
 t∈ (2, 3] . We have that P , x0 is a positive constant.
 t∈ (3, 4) . We have that P , x0' is a positive constant.
Suppose that t=2. Notice that P>2/n 2 and Algorithm 1 may not be able to correctly find a minimum cyclic edge cutset. Suppose we repeat Algorithm 1 n 2 /2 times and make independent random choices every time. According to the formula ∩ , in any of n 2 /2 times of attempts, the probability that a minimum cyclic edge cutset cannot be correctly found is at most 1 ⁄ <1/e. By repeating Algorithm 1, we can reduce the probability of failure to an acceptable 1/e. Obviously by repeating it, we can reduce the probability of failure to be small enough until it satisfies our needs.
Suppose that t ∈ (2, 3] . Similarly, we repeat this algorithm n 3 times. The probability of failure can be reduced to 1/e.
Suppose that t ∈ (3, 4] . Similarly, we repeat this algorithm n 4 times. The probability of failure can be reduced to 1/e.
The Algorithm Determining Cyclic Edge Connectivity of Cubic Graphs
We consider applying Algorithm 1 to cubic graphs. First we give a known result and Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.1 [17] Let G be a connected k-regular graph with girth G. Then c G ∞(or, G k 2 g) if and only if ν G 2g. Theorem 3.2 [17] Let G is a k-regular graph and S is a minimum edge cut of G. If |S|<k, then S is also a minimum cyclic edge cutset of G.
proof. Let D1 and D2 be two components of G-S. Suppose the component D1 does not contain a cycle, then D1 is a tree. Then we have that kν(D1)-2(ν(D1)-1) |S| k-1. So,
Since k 3 and ν(D1) is an integer, we have that ν(D1) =0, a contradiction. Hence the component D1 contains at least a cycle. Similarly, the component D2 also contains at least a cycle. This shows that S is a cyclic edge cutset of G. Since S is a minimum edge cut of G, S is a minimum cyclic edge cutset of G. □ Suppose that G is a cubic graph with v 2g. Let the upper bound of cyclic edge connectivity of G be x', the cardinality of minimum edge cut be k' and the minimum cyclic edge cutset be S. According to Theorem 3.1, we can see that |S|= c G g. Since c G k', then we have Therefore, the deterministic algorithm for cyclic edge connectivity of cubic graphs is as follows: Algorithm 2 A deterministic algorithm determining cyclic edge connectivity of cubic graphs Input: A cubic graph G Output: The cyclic edge connectivity c (G) of G 1: For each vertex v in graph G, we use the breadth first search algorithm (BFS) to get the length of a shortest cycle containing the vertex v. For all vertices of G, we can get a set of the lengths of these shortest cycles. Then the girth G of G is the minimum value in this set. 2: If ν(G)< 2g, then c G ∞ and the algorithm ends; otherwise jump to step 3. 3: We use an algorithm in [19] to determine the minimum edge cut k' of G. 4: If k'=1, then c G 1 and the algorithm ends; if k'=2, then c G 2 and the algorithm ends; otherwise jump to step 5. 5: If k'=3 and g=3, then c G 3 and the algorithm ends; otherwise an algorithm in [5] is called to determine the cyclic edge connectivity of G and the algorithm ends.
Since the time complexity of algorithm in [19] is O(|V||E|) and the time complexity of algorithm in [5] is O(|V| 2 log 2 |V|), the efficiency of Algorithm 2 can slightly be improved relative to that of the algorithm determining cyclic edge connectivity in [5] . We add randomness to Algorithm 2 as Algorithm 3. In Algorithm 3, if k'=3 and 4 g 5, then Algorithm 1 is called and repeated n 4 times. We know that with some probability, Algorithm 1 cannot correctly find the minimum cyclic edge cutset of G. Therefore, the efficiency of Algorithm 3 is lower than that of [5] . But using random algorithms to solve the problem of cyclic edge connectivity is a new attempt. For example, to get the cyclic edge connectivity of a general graph G cannot be determined as a P problem, but if we can find a method to determine the upper bound of cyclic edge connectivity of a general graph G, the cyclic edge connectivity can be determined by combining the algorithm getting a minimum edge cut k' of G in [19] . If the condition x'/ k' <2 (x' is the upper bound of cyclic edge connectivity of G and k' is the edge connectivity of G) holds, then the random Algorithm 1 can be called. Of course, to determine the cyclic edge connectivity of k-regular graphs could be similar as general graphs (the best time complexity for k-regular graphs is O(k 9 |V| 6 ) in [15] ).
Algorithm 3 A random algorithm determining cyclic edge connectivity of cubic graphs
Input: A cubic graph G Output: The cyclic edge connectivity c (G) of G 1: For each vertex v in graph G, we use the breadth first search algorithm (BFS) to get the length of a shortest cycle containing the vertex v. For all vertices of G, we can get a set of the lengths of these shortest cycles. Then the girth G of G is the minimum value in this set. 2: If ν(G)< 2g, then c G ∞ and the algorithm ends; otherwise jump to step 3. 3: We use an algorithm in [19] to determine the minimum edge cut k' of G. times to determine cyclic edge connectivity of G, the algorithm ends; otherwise an algorithm in [5] is called to determine the cyclic edge connectivity of G and the algorithm ends.
